Why Cognitive Modeling?
• Facial muscle movements can be observed objectively.
• But facial emotion is subjective.
• Machine recognition of emotional facial expressions depends on robustly detecting the muscle movement combinations that humans reliably identify as Fear, Sadness, etc.
• Therefore, robust, practical facial emotion recognition systems should be informed by human perceptual data.
• Strategy:
-Build simple systems that model human psychological data.
-Use the models to guide psychological research. -Eventually, transfer the knowledge to practical systems.
• Our goal: understanding the basis of human perception of facial expression through cognitive modeling.
• There are two classic theories of facial emotion perception: categorical and dimensional. • Young et al. (1997) facial expression "megamix" experiments using emotion morph stimuli provide evidence partially supporting both theories. • Our theory: the data on perception of facial affect can largely be explained by the computational requirements of associating facial expressions with emotion labels. • Our successful facial expression recognition system accounts for both categorical and dimensional perceptual data with the same mechanism.
A Good Cognitive Model Should:
• Be psychologically relevant (i.e. it should be in an area with a lot of real, interesting psychological data).
• Actually be implemented.
• If possible, perform the actual task of interest rather than a cartoon version of it. • Be simplifying (i.e. it should be constrained to the essential features of the problem at hand).
• Fit the experimental data.
• Make new predictions to guide psychological research.
• There are two classic theories of facial emotion perception: categorical and multidimensional. • Young et al. (1997) facial expression "megamix" experiments provide evidence partially supporting both theories.
• Our theory: the data on perception of facial affect can largely be explained by the computational requirements of associating facial expressions with emotion labels. • Our facial expression recognition system accounts for both categorical and multidimensional data with one mechanism.
Dimensional Theories of Emotion
• Multidimensional scaling (MDS) of human similarity judgments usually leads to a two-dimensional emotion "circumplex" with similar expressions closer together.
• Perceptual space is low-dimensional and continuous. c.f. Russell (1980) Categorical Theories of Emotion
• Categorical perception (e.g. colors in a rainbow):
-Sharp boundaries: a small physical change in stimulus leads to big change in classification at the category boundary. -Discrimination is better near category boundaries than near prototypes. -Response times are slower near category boundaries. -Can be innate (e.g. color categories) or learned (e.g. the boundary between /p/ and /b/ phonemes or the boundary between Clinton and Kennedy in a morph sequence).
• Predictions for perception in facial expression morphs:
-No intrusions of other expressions.
-No difference between chord/bisector morph sequences.
• Our theory: the data on perception of facial affect can largely be explained by the computational requirements of associating facial expressions with emotion labels. • Our facial expression recognition system accounts for both categorical and multidimensional data with one mechanism. • Only a few very small "intrusions" of unrelated expressions in transitions.
• Subjects showed poor discrimination ability near emotion prototypes and better discrimination ability near transitions.
• Response times were faster near prototypes and slower near transitions ("scallop" shaped):
iness Fear Sadness Disgust Anger HappSurprise Less "Categorical" Data • Subjects were above chance at detecting the "mixed-in" expression when 30% present.
• Despite seemingly categorical effects in perception of the morphs, the second expression is still detectable. experiments provide evidence partially supporting both theories.
The Model's Facial Expression Database
• Ekman and Friesen proposed a quantification of the prototypical muscle movement combinations (Facial Actions) involved in portrayal of happiness, sadness, fear, anger, surprise, and disgust.
-Result: the Pictures of Facial Affect (1976).
-70% agreement on emotional content by naive human subjects.
• 110 photos, 14 subjects, 7 expressions. Daugman, 1985) .
• 2-D sinusoid wave localized by a Gaussian envelope.
• Combining kernels at multiple spatial frequencies and orientations forms a "jet."
• Good for object recognition (Lades et al. 1993) , face recognition (Wiskott et al. 1997) , and classification of individual facial actions (Bartlett 1998).
Gabor Jet Extraction Convolution
Gabor "jet" = 8 orientations, 5 spatial frequencies at one location.
Extracted jets in a rectangular 29x36 grid • An experimental subject is modeled by an ensemble of 5 networks with different weights and training sets.
• We combine the outputs of individual networks by averaging their (softmax) outputs.
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